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          (Received May 18, 1977)

   Let (x, t) be a variable in Rn x [0, co) (n�3). 

   Consider the Initial-Value Problem for the equations of the form: 

(1) u0—du+gu+G(u, uxi, uxix,) +F(u, uxi) =f(x, t), 

               (x, t) ER' x (0, oo), 

with the initial condition

(2) u(x, 0) =u0(x), xERn,

where ut= auat't) ,u,i=-------ax, uxix, =-----------aa2ax j,dis the n-dimensional Lap-
lacian, g is a nonnegative constant and G, F, f are the followings:

(3) G (u, uxi, uxix,) = C10upi (1+ Cu I Pu l 2Qi + C12urieu) E ai, uxix,, 

(4) F(u, uxi) = C20u22 (1 + C21ur2eu) + C22 I Pu 1 2Q2 (1+ C23ur8 + C24(4eu) , where au, 

Ci> are constants and pi, qi, r are positive integers with p2>1, 

(5) f= f(x, t) is a given function satisfying some smoothness and smallness 

conditions described below. 

   Previously, in [1] the authors obtained a global smooth solution for 

the problem (1)-(2) when n: arbitrary, g>0 and f--=-0  and showed the ex-

ponential stability of the trivial solution u=0. In [1], the positivity of the 

operator (g—AY' on L2 (Rn) played the essential role. 

   And quite recently in [2], the authors established to obtain such solu-

tions in the cases involving n: arbitrary, g=0, f0 and F0(u) • u>0 where 

Fo (u) = C20up2 (1+ Cllur2eu) which is a part of F(u, uxi) in (4) . The technical 

point is the application of the positivity of the operator 1+ (-4) k on L2 (Rn) 
   However, we did not succeed to cases without such monotonicity condi-

tion on F0(u). But we can report here that in the special cases, using the 

general version of Sobolev Lemma by L. Nirenberg the problem (1)-(2) will 

admit global solutions with small data. 

   We use the usual notations concerning the function spaces as L2', Hk,



 LP (0, T ; H), `v° Pc, (H), etc.

LEMMA 1. (L. Nirenberg [6]) Suppose uEHI with n>3. Then uELr

with r= nn2 and

(6) [fie'Iulrdx]'<----. 2nn2> [ I9 I pu I Zdx] z 
Rn

where pu is a gradient of u. 

   Now, as in the previous manner (cf. [1], [2]) we use: 

   ((.,..))1<(1+(—A)').,..>,II.11i=(C.,•))i 

   for each positive integer 1.

LEMMA 2. Suppose uEH' (l>[ 2 1+1, n>3). If p>1+ n , then
we have

(7) JRmht€i dxConst. IuI illulli-3
where the constant depends only on n,1, p. 

   PROOF. We have by Holder Inequality that

JRmiuidxJRIuiiuidx
    22 <[JRn IuIrdx]'[JR" I u(p-ur-2dx]1-r,where r=nn2 .

Here we can see that

2n  

(1)-----r -2—n' n-2                •4=2, 
n-2

and therefore we can put,

(p-1)------r r 2 =2+a (a>0).

Thus we get,

R r [JR7LI u 121 u l adx]1-r
With the use of Lemma 1 and the standard Sobolev Lemma we should have ,



JRidx=C1 i lul;(1-T'[rRnlul2dx]1- r
and further we have,

 JR  'dxCiulillulll`1-r'llull?`~-;'
=C1 uI lllulir1.

This completes the proof.(q. e. d. )

  LEMMA 3. Suppose that the number p2 appeared in Fo (u) in 

(4) satisfies

p2>>1 +n,
then there exists an increasing continuous function ck(s) (s>0) with

qk(0) =0 such that for uEHk (k>[  2  ]+3),
(8) I (G(u, uxi, uxixl ), u) 0+ (F(u, uxi), u) 01 

Iullck(Ilullk)•

   PROOF. For the first term, we have, 

(G(u, uxi, uxix.0, u)0

= C10J .up1+1(1+C1111712Q1+C12urleu) Eai>uxixfdx

=C10 —ai.~Jxuxi•[up1+1(1+C111 VuI201+Ci2ur1eu)]xjdx, 
i,JR

and hence it suffices to know that

IJRnuxiup•ux,dxl CConst. lul illullk,

I fienuxi(u.i)qu.ixidx  I <Const. l u I illullk,

Jeuxi (upe") ux, dx j_ Const. l u l i l l u l l11,11u k
These are true because that I u1., are bounded by Ilullk. For 

the second term, we also have, 

IJRn(u, uxi)udxl 
„If  + C21ur2eu) dx 1 +1 JR ?C22 l Pu 1 242u (14- C23ur3+ C24ur4eu) dx l



 

I  C20  I  I  1+  C2lur2eu  I.  R  n  I  u  122+1dx

+ IC22I I u(1+C23u(3+C24ur4eu) IcoI IvuI242-2I00fRnivuI2dx.
Thus applying Lemma 2 we should have

feF(u,  ux1) udx 1
<Const. lul i{Ilullk2-1(1+Ilullk~ecIlullk)+Ilullk42-1(1+Ilullx3 

+iluiik4edhiullk)1•

Thus, adding these estimates we will get a function qk(s) which satisfies 

the properties of this lemma.(q. e. d. ) 

Then we have our statement in this note.

THEOREM. Suppose that k is larger than ko+3 (k0=[—?-] +2),
u0EHk+4, and

AX, lx, t) E fl C 0,00] (1 k+3-2) n D(0, 00; Hk+3). 
 =0J

Then there exists a positive constant do such that if,

j:11f(011k,,dt+  Iluollk+3<oC o,
the problem (1)-(2) will have one and only one solution in the class

  [0,co3 (Hk)(~e co,~] (Hk-2).

   SKETCH OF THE PROOF. 

The details will follow from the arguments in § 2 in [2]. 

A priori, we have two equalities,

2 (I ul o)'+IuI1+(G+F,u)0=(f,u)0,

2 (Iulk)/+Iulk+l+(G+F,u)k=(f,u)k,

by multiplying u' to both sides of the equation (1). And adding these equ-

alities we get,

1 
2 (IIuII2k)'+(IuI1+IuIk+1)

     cllf IkIlullk+ I (G+ F, u)oJ + I (G+F, u)kI. 
Therefore, using Lemma 2.3 in [2] and Lemma 3 in this note, we will have 

an increasing continuous function ( k(s) (s>0) with 0k(0) =0 such that



 (I1u11k)'C{-1+4;;k(Ilullk)} (I u i I+ k+1) +II.fllkIlullk•

Thus, by integrating, it follows that

Ilu(t)Ilk_—IIuo11k+2f o(Iull+Iulk+1) {-1+,Tbk(Ilullk)}dt
+2 jt011.fllkllulikdt.

From this inequality, the conclusion will follow. (q. e. d. )

   REMARK 1. Though we treat the equations in the cases n>3, p2> 

1+n in this note, one can see that there exist bounded smooth solutions 
in the semi-linear cases when n=3,  p2=2. (This is well known by H. Fujita 

[3]. )

   REMARK 2. When 1.2=1 and C20<0, we get a global solution without 

such restrictions to n and nonlinearities. (See [1], [2]. ) 

   REMARK 3. For equations (1) we can not always obtain a global 

solution when the norm of the initial value is growing. (cf. H. Fujita [3], 

S. Kaplan [4], H. Levine [5], etc.) In particular, S. Portnoy [7] showed 

the instability of u = 0 to the equation 

          ut=du+u2 (n=2). 

This means that we can not obtain the global solution for any non-zero 

initial values. However, in the case of initial-boundary value problem in 

the bounded domain for these equations we can show the stability of u = 0 

for any n. (See [1]. )
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